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UNITE Motivation

UNITE (UNiform Integrated Tool Environment)
The goal of UNITE is to provide a robust, portable, and integrated environment for the debugging and performance
analysis of parallel MPI, OpenMP, and hybrid MPI/OpenMP programs on high-performance compute clusters. It
consists of a set of well-accepted portable, mostly open-source tools.
UNITE Version 1.1 development is partially supported by the
EU-Russia FP7 project HOPSA-EU (http:/ / www. hopsa-project. eu/ [1]).
UNITE Version 1.0 development was partially supported by the
EU ITEA2 project ParMA (http:/ / www. parma-itea2. org/ [2]).

Why UNITE?
High-performance clusters often provide multiple MPI libraries and compiler suites for parallel programming. This
means that parallel programming tools which often depend on a specific MPI library, and sometimes on a specific
compiler, need to be installed multiple times, once for each combination of MPI library and compiler which has to be
supported. In addition, over time, newer versions of the tools get released and installed. One way to manage many
different versions of software packages, used by many computing centres all over the world, is the "module"
software (see [3]). However, each centre provides a different set of tools, has a different policy on how and where to
install different software packages, and how to name the different versions. This makes it harder for HPC
application developers to use these tools to debug, analyze and optimize the performance of their scientific
applications because when they start using a cluster at a new HPC centre, they first need to find out about these local
conventions and special instructions on how to use the debugging and performance tools even if they have used the
same tools at other sites before.
UNITE tries to improve this situation for debugging and performance tools by
• specifying exactly how and where to install the different versions of tool software packages (including integrating

the tools to the maximum possible degree),
• defining standard module names for tools and their different versions, and
• supplying pre-defined module files which provide standardized, well-tested tool configurations,
• but still being flexible enough to be able to co-exist with site-local installations, restrictions, and policies.
This way, the HPC application developers only need to learn once how to invoke and facilitate the debugging and
performance tools for their applications (at least at sites which use the UNITE package).
HPC cluster system administrators have another problem. In order to provide all these tools for their users, for
each tool they have to find out where and how to download the tool, and how to configure, build and install it. As
often with open-source software, these steps are very different for the different tools. As the administrators are
typically not tool users or even tool experts, they do not know much about the specific features provided by the tools,
and especially they miss opportunities to install the tools in a way so they are as much as possible integrated with
each other. Furthermore, new versions of the tools get released with new features, bug fixes or changes compared to
older versions, often as much as twice a year (typically for the ISC conference in June and the SC conference in
November), so the tool installations have to be updated all the time (as users of course want to use the latest
features).
UNITE tries to help the system administrators by providing a ”meta”-installation tool (the UNITE installer) which is
capable of configuring, building, and installing all supported tools as a common package according to the UNITE
specifications but hiding tool-specific aspects of the various phases. It can also be used to update an existing UNITE
installation with new tools or tool versions.

http://www.hopsa-project.eu/
http://www.hopsa-project.eu/
http://www.parma-itea2.org/
http://www.parma-itea2.org/
http://modules.sourceforge.net
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On the UNITE website [4], we provide a single package consisting of the UNITE installer, the UNITE module files,
as well as a large set of open-source debugging and performance tools together with a user guide (for application
developers) and an installation guide (for system administrators).

References
[1] http:/ / www. hopsa-project. eu/
[2] http:/ / www. parma-itea2. org/
[3] http:/ / modules. sourceforge. net
[4] http:/ / apps. fz-juelich. de/ unite/

UNITE Terminology
This document uses the following convention:
Words written in fixed-size font are used for UNIX/LINUX commands, command options, and filenames. If
such a word is enclosed in angle brackets (e.g., <Item>), it is a variable which is not supposed to be used verbatim
but is to be replaced with items specified by <Item>.
UNITE also uses a few terms which are defined here:
• Package: A software product, tool, or component which has its own name and is available / can be used / can be

installed as separate entity. UNITE distinguishes between different types of packages:
• the actual tool packages for debugging, validation, performance profiling and tracing,
• utility packages which are typically auxiliary stand-alone components and libraries used with the tools,
• and finally development packages which are only necessary for building the tools.

• Version: Basic version naming in the form "<MajorVersion>.<MinorVersion>" or
"<MajorVersion>.<MinorVersion>.<PatchLevel>" optional followed by either "b<Number>" in
case of a beta version or "rc<Number>" for release candidates. Examples: 2.1, 4.1.3, 3.2b2,
4.5rc1

• Specialization: Optional constraints which limit the applicability of a version of a package. It is mainly used on
computing systems which provide multiple MPI libraries or compiler suites (e.g., typically on Linux clusters).
However, it is sometimes also used to indicate optional special features a package installation might support, e.g.,
the optional support of hardware counter measurements via PAPI. It takes the form
"-<MPILibrary>-<Compiler>-<Precision>-<Optional>". The four components are always
specified in this order, however unnecessary constraints (not provided by a system) can be left out. Example:
-openmpi-64bit or -bullxmpi-gnu-papi.

• Full-Qualified Version (FQV): A fully-qualified version is the complete specification of a version of a package
installed under specific constraints, i.e., it is the combination of a version followed by a specialization separated
by a dash ("-"). Example: 1.4.3-mpich2-intel.

• Platform: The target computer system on which UNITE is installed. A platform is characterized by its vendor,
architecture, and set of compiler suites and MPI libraries available for parallel programming.

http://apps.fz-juelich.de/unite/
http://www.hopsa-project.eu/
http://www.parma-itea2.org/
http://modules.sourceforge.net
http://apps.fz-juelich.de/unite/
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UNITE Standard Names
The following table provides the standard names currently in use by UNITE for packages, MPI libraries, and
compiler suites. The basic rule is to select the most common name for a package written in one word all lowercase.

Tool Packages

 Standard Name  Package Description 

ddt ddt parallel debugger from Allinea

extrae Extrae event trace collector from BSC

hpctoolkit sampling profiler hpctoolkit from Rice University

itac Intel Trace Collector and Analyzer

lwm2 Light-Weight Monitoring Module from GRS Aachen

marmot Marmot MPI validation tool from HLRS Stuttgart / TU Dresden

mpip mpiP MPI profiler from LLNL

must MPI runtime error detection tool from TU Dresden and LLNL

ompp ompP OpenMP profiler from NERSC

paraver Paraver event trace visualizer from BSC

perfsuite Simple parallel program profiler from NCSA

periscope Scalable automatic performance analysis tool from TU Munich

scalasca Scalasca parallel performance toolset from Jülich Supercomputing Centre

scorep Community parallel program instrumentation and measurement package

tau TAU parallel performance toolset from University of Oregon

threadspotter ThreadSpotter memory and threading analyser from Rogue Wave

totalview TotalView parallel debugger from Rogue Wave

vampir Vampir event trace visualizer from TU Dresden

vampirserver VampirServer parallel event trace visualizer from TU Dresden

vampirtrace VampirTrace event trace collector from TU Dresden

Utility Packages

 Standard Name  Package Description 

cube Cube presentation tool from Jülich Supercomputing Centre (version 3 or lower)

cube4 Cube presentation tool from Jülich Supercomputing Centre (version 4)

papi PAPI performance counter access library from University of Tennessee
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Development Packages

 Standard Name  Package Description 

boost Peer-reviewed portable C++ source libraries

cmake cmake cross-platform makefile generator

libdwarf Library for parsing DWARF debug information

libunwind Library to determine the call-chain of a function during program execution

opari2 OpenMP pragma/directives instrumentation tool from Jülich Supercomputing Centre

otf OTF open trace format library from TU Dresden version 1

otf2 OTF open trace format library from TU Dresden version 2

pdtoolkit pdtoolkit parser utilty library and tools from University of Oregon

qt QT graphics library from Nokia

vtf3 VTF3 trace format library from TU Dresden

wx wxWidgets graphics library

MPI Libraries

 Standard Name  Description 

bgl BlueGene/L MPI library

bgp BlueGene/P MPI library

bgq BlueGene/Q MPI library

cray Cray XT MPI library

fx10 Fujitsu FX10 MPI library (also K computer)

hp Hewlett-Packard MPI library

intel Intel MPI library version 1

intel2 Intel MPI library version 2 or higher

intelpoe IBM POE MPI library for x86 and x86_64 Linux

lam LAM MPI library

mpibull2 Bull MPI library version 2 (MPICH2 based)

bullxmpi Bull MPI library version 3 (Open MPI based)

mpich MPICH MPI library version 1

mpich2 MPICH MPI library version2

openmpi OpenMPI MPI library

platform IBM Platform MPI library

aixpoe IBM POE MPI library for AIX

ibmpoe IBM POE MPI library for PPC Linux

scali Scali MPI library

sgimpt SGI MPT MPI library

sun SUN MPI library
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Compiler

 Standard Name  Description 

cce Cray Compiler Environment

clang LLVM Compiler Environment (C/C++ only)

gnu GNU compiler collection

ibm IBM XL compiler

intel Intel compiler

irix SGI IRIX compiler

open64 Open64 compiler

path Pathscale compiler

pgi PGI compiler

sun SunStudio compiler

Precision

 Standard Name  Description 

32bit

64bit

Optional Features

 Standard Name  Description 

cuda Nvidia GPU measurement support via CUPTI library

papi Hardware counter measurement support via PAPI library
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UNITE Directory Structure
All files related to UNITE including the installed version of the packages are stored in one common directory
specified by the environment variable ${UNITE_ROOT}. The actual location of this directory can be chosen by the
site installing UNITE, e.g., /usr/local/unite or /opt/unite. However, the directory and file structure
inside ${UNITE_ROOT} is specified by the UNITE standard. It has the following hierarchical structure:

Directory Content

${UNITE_ROOT} / bin/ Administrator utility commands

/ doc/ UNITE documentation

/ licenses/ License files for commercial packages

/ modulefiles / tools/ Module files for tool packages

/ utils/ Module files for utility packages

/ devel/ Module files for development packages

/ templates/ Module file templates

/ scripts/ Auxiliary scripts used by module file templates

/ site/ Site specific corrections for module files

/ UNITE/ UNITE Module file(s)

/ packages/ Installation space for all packages

The directory ${UNITE_ROOT}/packages/ contains all files related to the installation of a specific version of a
package in the directory <package>/<FQV>, i.e., each version of a package is installed in a separate directory
named after the full-qualified version (<FQV>) which is located in a directory named after the package
(<package>). Example: The version 1.3.1 of the Scalasca toolset configured for SGI's MPT MPI library and Intel
compilers will be installed in the directory
${UNITE_ROOT}/packages/scalasca/1.3.1-sgimpt-intel/.
The same is true for the module files for the package installations. The module file for a specific package version is
also named <package>/<FQV>, but depending on whether it is a tool, utility, or development package, it is
located in the corresponding subdirectory of ${UNITE_ROOT}/modulefiles/. Example: The corresponding
module file of the example Scalasca installation above will be located at
${UNITE_ROOT}/modulefiles/tools/scalasca/1.3.1-sgimpt-intel.
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UNITE Usage
This section describes how to use UNITE and the packages available under UNITE.

Using modules
UNITE is based on the "module" software (see: [3]). This software allows to easily manage different versions of a
product without the need to adapt setups or makefiles of the user of the product. It works by dynamically modifying
the user's environment. This means, that it only applies to the currently used shell, window, batch script, or session!
The following table lists the most important module commands:

module avail Show all products available on this platform

module list List currently activated products of the user

module load <product> Activate product (get access to product)

module unload <product> Deactivate product (release product)

module switch <old> <new> Replace product (version) <old> with <new>

module whatis <product> Print short description for product

module help <product> Print longer description

module show <product> Show what environment changes are performed for product if activated

Different versions of a product are identified by <product>/<version>. If a module command is applied to just
a product name, a default version is chosen. If a very specific version is desired, the full
<product>/<version> specification should be used.
For a more complete description of module commands see the module manual [1].

Activating UNITE
To activate access to UNTIE, execute the command

  module load UNITE

This initializes the UNITE environment, sets the environment variable ${UNITE_ROOT}, and makes the UNITE
tool and utility packages available, i.e., a module avail will now show two more categories of products to use:

------------ /usr/local/UNITE/modulefiles/tools ------------

marmot/2.3.1-mpich2-intel

scalasca/1.2.2-mpich2-gnu  

scalasca/1.2.2-mpich2-intel

scalasca/1.3.0-mpich2-intel(default)

tau/2.19-mpich2-intel

vampir/5.3.0

vampirserver/1.11.0

vampirserver/2.1.0(default)

vampirtrace/5.8-mpich2-intel

------------ /usr/local/UNITE/modulefiles/utils ------------

cube/3.2-intel

------------ /usr/local/modulefiles ------------------------

... other systems products ...

http://modules.sourceforge.net
http://modules.sourceforge.net/man/module.html
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Please note that activating UNITE once via "module load UNITE" is always necessary, before being able to see
and use any of the UNITE packages.

Using the UNITE Packages
To use a specific UNITE package, simply load the associated module file:

  module load <package>

This will activate access to the default version of this package and provide feedback what exact version actually got
loaded:

  <package>/<FQV> loaded

If a platform provides multiple compiler suites and/or MPI libraries, it is strongly recommended to explicitly load the
specific UNITE package version matching the currently active compiler and MPI versions:

  module load <package>/<FQV>

In the current version of UNITE, the user is responsible for choosing the correct version. If during a session, a user
changes the active compiler or MPI version, it is also necessary to adjust the dependent UNITE packages to the new
version by either using "module unload/load" or "module switch".
Loading a UNITE package module always provides an environment variable ${<PACKAGE>_ROOT} pointing to
the installation directory of the package, sets other "standard" environment variables like ${PATH}, and performs
all necessary package-specific setup to use the package.
One very useful feature of UNITE is that the command

  module help <package>

always provides the following information about a package:
• Name/Version
• 1-line description
• Basic usage information
• Pointer to

• Detailed usage documentation
• Package website
• Email support contact

As an example, here is the output from the Scalasca toolset:

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Module Specific Help for

/usr/local/UNITE/modulefiles/tools/scalasca/1.3.0-mpich2-intel:

Scalasca: Scalable Performance Analysis of Large-Scale Parallel Applications

Version 1.3.0 (for mpich2, Intel Compiler)

Basic usage:

1. Instrument application with skin = "scalasca -instrument"

2. Collect & analyze execution measurement with scan = "scalasca -analyze"

3. Examine analysis results with square = "scalasca -examine"
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For more information:

- See ${SCALASCA_ROOT}/doc/manuals/QuickReference.pdf

  or type "scalasca -h"

- http://www.scalasca.org

- mailto:scalasca@fz-juelich.de

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Known Problems and Open Issues
Currently, the following problems are known:
• If a platform supports multiple compiler suites and/or MPI libraries, it is the responsibility of the user to load the

corresponding tool packages. Currently, neither the UNITE modules nor the packages themselves check this
requirement.

• If a platform supports multiple compiler suites and/or MPI libraries, the automatic loading of UNITE utility
packages from UNITE tool packages might not work. In this case, it is recommended to always explicitly load all
necessary packages.

• There are at least three implementations of the open-source "module" system available: a plain Tcl
implementation, a second using a combination of C and Tcl, and finally a third which is a re-implementation in
LUA. The current UNITE version is mainly tested and used with the plain Tcl version. In the C/Tcl case,
problems setting the ${PATH} correctly have been reported when modules are loaded inside other modules.
UNITE currently does not support the LUA-based version of modules.

• Some packages (and especially older versions) might be provided outside the UNITE environment, too. In case
activating UNITE via "module load UNITE" was forgotten, loading UNITE packages might activate unexpected /
wrong versions of the package.

References
[1] http:/ / modules. sourceforge. net/ man/ module. html

http://modules.sourceforge.net/man/module.html

